PARTIAMENTARY BRIEFING, 24 FEBRUARY 2OL2- IMPTICIT GUARANTEES FOR BANKS

.

The credit rat¡ngs of Australian banks do benefit to some extent from rating agencies'

perceptions that the Government would support them if they got into trouble. The major banks and
Macquarie receive a two notch credit rating uplift from S&P as a result of the rating agency's
expectat¡on thatthese banks will receive supportfrom the government in a crisis. OtherAustralian
banks do not receive any rating uplift, as S&P does not expect government support.

.

While some people (like Andy Haldane) have tried to calculate the implicit funding subsidy
that large banks receivefrom ratings uplifts, these kinds of calculations are notwithouttheir
problems. Bank funding costs are affected by a large number of factors, and investors do not focus
solely on ratings when pricing bonds. For example, there is a lot of variation in bond spreads across
banks with the same credit rating. lt is also interesting to note that Australian banks recently have

paid higher spreads on their bond funding than some lower-rated Australian non-financial
corporates.

.

To the extent that there is any implicit funding benefit

to large banks, then in a competitive

banking market which we have, we might expect at least some of this benefit to show up in lower

lending rates than would otherwise be the case rather than just showing up in bank profits.

.

The introduction of the F¡nancial Claims Scheme will also have helped reduce any implicit
funding subsidy for the large banks because the deposits of all ADls are covered by the Scheme in
the same way. ln fact, it should provide an even bigger benefit to smaller lenders as they have a
higher deposit funding share than the larger banks. lf the FCS was everto be activated, the assets of
the failed institution are used to cover the cost of the FCS and in the unlikely event that this was
insufficient, the industry may be levied. This protects the Government and taxpayers from bearing

the cost ofthe

FCS.

2

Proposal: Do Systemically lmportant Banks Receive an lmplicit Funding Subsidy in Australia?
Rodeers (2014) outlines a range of approaches that have been used internationally to assess the size of the
implicit subsidy that systemically important banks (SlBs) may receive due to the perception they are 'too big to
fail'. The following project outline for Australian banks is based on the approach of assessing differences in
bond spreads between SlBs and other banks. The methodology draws on Acharva, Ansiner and Warburton

(2013) and Bevhaehi et o/ (2013).
Baseline Model

Spread¿,6,r=

ctl ß¡DSIBi,Frt p2other_Domestíc¡,¡-1l
t psGuaranteet+ FBno'.*+ FEü,,.e* ei,n,t

p3Bond¿ontrots¿,6,¡I paBankçontrors¿,¡_1

where:
Spread¿,6,¡

is the difference between the yield on bank i's bond b at time t and that on the
corresponding maturity matched government bond. (Need to ask SMS whether
banks' CD issuance could also be included, in addition to bonds).

DSI BiÌ_L

Other_Domestíc¡,¿-1

is a dummy variable which equals 1 if bank i is a D-SIB, and 0 otherwise.
is a dummy variable which equals 1 if bank i is a non-DSIB Australian-owned bank, and

0 otherwise.

Bond-Controls¿,6,¿ are controls for bond

characteristics, such as: time to maturity of the bond; issue
rat¡ng; seniority of the bond (senior v junior, covered?); size of issuance; local or
foreign currency issuance; fixed or floating (may need to run separate regressions for
fixed vs floating?).

Bank-Controls¿,6,¿

are controls for bank characteristics (or risks), such as: stand-alone credit ratings; riskweighted assets/total assets; impaired assets/total assets; price-to-book ratio;
leverage or risk-based capital ratio; liquidity; return on assets; maturity mismatch of

liabilities (ratio of short-term debt to total debt); depos¡ts/total liabilities; efficiency.

Guørøntee¿
FE¡ont

is a dummy variable for the introduction of the wholesale guarantee in October 2008.

and"FE^on¡¡ are bank and time fixed effects.

(Could use FE6on¡xFE^o,,nif we have another
dimension of variation - e.g. different types of bond issuance. This could account for
unobservable factors that vary by bank over time - e.g. lending standards).

pt - whether there is a statistically significant inverse relationship between
spreads and systemic importance, controlling for other factors. The subsidy can be computed over time by
running rolling regressions.

The coefficient of interest is

Some Extensions

-

Does a financial institution's size affect the relationship between spreads and risk? Could interact D-SIB

dummy with some credit risk variables

to

see whether the spread-risk relationship diminishes for

systemically important banks. i.e. are spreads less sensitive to risk for DSIBs?

-

Could use event studies to see whether particular events changed investor expectations of government
support. For example, use a dummy variable around dates of ¡nterest (e.g. collapse of Lehmann Brothers,
D-SlB policy announcement) and interact this with D-SlB dummy to see if the estimate of the implicit
guarantee changed significantly. Did spreads also become more sensitive to risk around these events?

-

Bevhaehi et o/ (20131 investigate the impact of seniority of a debt instrument on its sensitivity to issuers'
risk factors. Are junior debt spreads more sensitive to a bank's risk factors than more senior debt? Could
interact seniority dummy variable with risk variable. Alternatively could have a junior debt FE.

Vanessa Rayner
19 June 2014
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DO LARGE AUSTRATIAN BANKS RECEIVE AN IMPTICIT PUBLIC SUBSIDY?
Events in international finonciol systems during and ofter the global financial crisis hove shown thot
governments are unlikely to allow lorge ond system¡c linoncial institutions to foil in times of stress. To the
extent that private financial institutions ore not required to pay ex ante for this support, the debt funding
costs of these institutions might be lower compored with non-systemic institutions, introducing distortions
into the banking system. This note attempts to est¡mote on implìcit subsidy for the Australion mojor bonks
using data on primøry ond secondory morket bond spreads. The bond price models find that the mojor
banks did not receive a subsidy pr¡or to the crisis, but the onset ol the crisis did result ìn a sizeable subsidy.
This subsidy hos since declined ond, on some meosuret is no longer significant. However, o lock of bond
issuonce, particularly by non-mojor bonks during the financial crisis, means thot these results should be
treated with some caut¡on.

Introduction
Due to their size or systemic importance, some financial institutions are considered'too big to fail'by
markets or the general public in the sense that the government is likely to recapitalise them if they are
threatened as a going concern, in order to prevent material damage to the real economy. The likelihood of
public support for distressed systemically important banks may lead investors to accept a lower return for
the credit risk associated with these institutions; in this case, the public sector is essentially providing an
implicit subsidy to the banks'funding costs. This funding advantage may distort competition, allowing large
institutions to grow larger and perhaps pressuring smaller banks to take greater risk. lt may also create a
risk of moral hazard if banks considered systemically important take excessive risks under the assumption
that the public sector will cover downside risks, while the bank benefits from the upside risks. This could
increase the cost to the taxpayer in the event of the failure of a large institution.l

ln Australia, the four major banks can clearly be considered as systemically important and have been
designated as domestic systemically important banks (D-SlBs) by APRA.2 lndeed, credit ratings agencies give
these banks, as well as Macquarie Bank, a two-notch uplift in their credit ratings due to perceived
government suppor! the uplift to smaller banks' ratings is smaller or zero (Table 1). lt is important to note
that the Australian government and other public authorities have never stated that the major banks cannot
be allowed to fail, nor ruled out resolution options in the event of a failure; the implicit subsidy stems from
a market perception thatthe major banks would receive support in periods of financial distress.
Table 1: Australian Banks'Government Support Ratings
As at September 2Ot4

Standard & Poo/sl"l

Moody's{bl

Fitch f'l

Rating (uplift notches)

Rating (uplift notches)

Rating (support rating)

ANZ

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+21

AA-(1)

CBA

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+21

AA-(1)

NAB

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+21

AA-(1)

Westpac

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+21

AA-(1)

Macquarie Bank

A

(+2)

A2 (+21

A(3)

Suncorp-Metway

A+(0)
A-(0)
A-(0)

A1(+1)

A+(1)
A-(3)
A-(3)

Bendigo and Adelaide
Bank of Queensland

A2 (+1)
A3 (+1)

(a)
(b)
(c)

Long-term issue rating compared with Stand-alone Credit Profile.
Long-term rating compared with Baseline Credit Assessment.
Long-term rating; support rating is from 1 (extremely high probability of support) to 5 (cannot rely on support)
Sources: Fitch Ratings; Moody's; Standard & Poor's

During the financial crisis, however, the government did provide some assistance to the banking system. ln
October 2008, the government announced a guarantee scheme for wholesale funding, in order to assist

1
2

See RBA (2014), Submission to the Financial Svstem lnouirv, Chapter 4
See APRA (2013), Domestic Svstemicallv lmportant Banks in Australia.
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to access funding at a reasonable cost during a period of market stress.3 This guarantee was provided
for a fee of 70 basis points for AA-rated institutions (the major banks), 100 basis points for A-rated
institutions (Macquarie and the regional banks), and 150 basis points for BBB-rated institutions. The levels
of the fees were set between the contemporary risk spreads, and those that were likely to prevail in more
normal conditions, providing a natural mechanism for an exit from the scheme. The scheme ended in
ADls

March 2010.

Other analyses of the implicit subsidy in Australia have found that the major banks do receive a funding
advantage. For example, in its recent Financial System Stability Assessment, the IMF used credit ratings to
estimate that implicit government support provided the four major banks a funding subsidy of around
70 basis points during the GFC. The too big to fail issue and implicit government support sparked a
significant amount of discussion in submissions to the Financial System lnquiry (FSl). ln particular, the
regional banks posited that the major banks do receive a funding advantage because of perceived
Bovernment support, citing S&P ratings, and the work by the lMF. Additionally, the Customer Owned
Banking Association (COBA) commissioned work by consultants Macroeconomícs that suggested the major
banks received funding discounts in the range of 22to 34 basis points, in 2013.4 ln contrast, CBA asserted in
its submission that there is no implicit guarantee forthe major banks but that there is general government
support for the whole banking system.'s
The remainder of this paper includes a brief summary of the techniques used to measure the implicit
subsidy, an outline of the bond price data used ¡n this analysis, and the results of a bond price model that
attempts to quantify the size (and existence) of the implicit subsidy in Australia.
Funding advantage literature

Previous research into the funding advantage received by 'too-big-to-fail' institutions is based on three
main econometric techniques6:

¡

Bond price models: this approach attempts to est¡mate the funding advantage directly by
comparing the bond spreads of systemically important banks to those of other banks, controlling
for bond characteristics and bank risk. For example, Acharva, Ansiner and Warburton (2013) find
the existence of an implicit subsidy using bond price data for large US financials, and report that the
sensitivity of price to risk is reduced for the largest institutions.

o

Ratings-based approach: this method uses the ratings uplift given to banks due to perceived
Bovernment support, as measured by credit ratings agencies. The estimated impact of government
support, in terms of ratings uplifts, can be compared to spread differentials among different credit
ratings. Ueda and Weder di Mauro (2011) use Fitch ratings to show that government support ¡n the
United States increased after the GFC, providing a funding advantage of 60 basis points in 2007 and
80 basis points in 2009,

o

Contingent claims models: This approach uses option price theory to measure the value of the
implicit subsidy to the banking system. ln essence, banks can be seen as having a claim on the
public, with the payoff equal to the necessary injection of funds in the event of a failure (i.e. an
option to sell at a 'strike price' equal to the asset value at which the bank would fail) (see, for
example, Noss and Sowerbutts (2OL2ll. Alternatively, since equity holders would likely not benefit
from government support in the event of distress, equity prices contain information on the
probability of failure. ln contrast, CDS spreads, which provide insurance against the credit risk of a
bond, incorporate the possibility of government support. CDS spreads can be compared to 'equityimplied spreads' to assess the extent of perceived support (see IMF 2}t4l.

Bond price data

Two sets of data are used in this analysis: a sample of new bond issuance in the primary market, and a
sample of secondary market trades. Although secondary market prices do not directly affect the funding

3
4
5
6

See Schwartz (2010),

for details.

COBA second round submission to the Financial
System lnquiry 2014, Attachment A.
CBA's first round submission to the Financial System lnquiry 2074, p 49.
A summary of empirical evidence on implicit subsidies across countr¡es can be found here.
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costs of the bank, as pricing at primary issuance does, these prices should reflect the costs at which a bank
could issue at that time. The primary issuance sample is not a complete set of the issuance of Australian

banks, as price data are not available for all observations. The secondary market dataset includes only
actively traded bonds that have an observable price. Government guaranteed bonds are excluded from the
analysis, as the pricing of these bonds is unlikely to reflect the credit risk characteristics of the issuer, and so
we may expect regression coefficients to differ.8 Similarly, subordinated debt is also excluded, as the risk

sensitivities are likely to be greater for these bonds.e The sample includes 13 Austral¡an-owned banks,
including the major banks, Macquarie Bank, the regional banks (Suncorp, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, Bank
of Queensland) and some smaller banks. The larger banks dominate the sample in most periods, with some
of the smaller banks issuing just two or three bonds over the entire sample period.
ln the primary market issuance sample, the number of observations varies greatly over time; in total there
are 1 435 observations (Graph 1).10 ln particular, over the 2008-2009 period, there are few observations
(non-guaranteed) for the smaller Australian-owned banks from 2009 to 2OIt, as the large majority of debt
issued around this time was government guaranteed. Average spreads on issuance remained fairly stable
over the first part of the 2000s before increasing sharply at the end of 2OO7 (Graph 2). Spreads fell slightly
over the course of 2008 before peaking again in 2Ott-2O72 in association with heightened risk aversion
during the European sovereign debt crisis. Prior to the crisis period spreads are reasonably similar for the

major banks and other Australian-owned banks, with spreads diverging in later years
above, there are very few observations for the smaller banks during these years.

-

although, as noted

ln the secondary market sample, there are data on LL3 bonds, making up 1393 bond-quarter observations.
The number of included bonds increase over time until 2010, after which there are fewer new bonds added
to the sample - in particular, there are few included bonds issued by non-major banks after 2010 (Graph 3).
As with the primary issuance data, the secondary market observations also indicate that average spreads
rose over the 2008-2009 period and peaked again in 2OLt-2072 (Graph 4). The average maturity of bonds
in this sample also changes greatly over time. ln particular, during the last few years of the sample the
average maturity falls greatly, as the number of bonds approaching their maturity begins to outweigh the
new issuances in the sample. Given that credit risk sensitivity is likely to change as bonds approach
maturity, the difference in average maturity between the two bond samples may lead to differences in the
results using each.

8

This scheme was announced in October 2008 in order to assist ADls to borrow at a reasonable cost during a period of
heightened market volatility. The scheme closed in March 2010. See @_(2Q1Q,L for details.
9 Subordinated debt does receive a ratings uplift (although this was removed by Moodv's in 2013) and is likely to be affected by
an implicit subsidy, however, the size of the subsidy is likely to differ from senior debt. Data on the seniority of bonds in the
primary issuance dataset are not always available, so some subordinated debt is likelyto remain in the sample.
10 Some regressions involve fewer observations as some variables are not available for all bonds, in all periods, e.g. APRA data is
only available from September 2003 onwards.
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Model
ln order to identify whether the major banks receive a funding advantage over other Australian banks due
to perceived government support, we estimate the following modelfor bond spreads:
Spr e ad 6,¿ = M aj or¿

I

B

ondy,¿

I

B

ank

6,¿

I

Qtr Dum6

*

e6,¿

ln the equation, Spread¡,¿ is the bond yield over the Commonwealth Government Security (CGS) of the
same maturity, for bond b issued by bank i (either the spread at issue, or the quarterly average spread in
the secondary market). The variable of interest, Major¡, is a dummy variable indicating if the bank is a
major bank. lf the major banks do receive a funding advantage from a percept¡on of implicit government
support, then we should expect this dummy to be significantly less than zero.11 Bond¡,¿ is a vector of bond
characteristics such as the maturity, issue rating, face value, and non-standard features such as call options
or floating rate notes. Bo:nk6,¿ is a vector of (quarterly) bank characteristics, used to control for differences
in bank credit risk, as at the date of bond issue. Finally, QtrDums is a series of year-quarter dummy
variables that control for changing economic and financial market conditions over time.
The bond characteristics included in the regressions differ between the two samples due to the availability
of data. The primary market regressions include information on: currency, whether the rate is fixed or

floating, call options, face value, maturity and the S&P rating of the issue. The secondary market
regressions include information on the face value and coupon payment of the bond, and its maturity. Bank
characteristics data come from APRA, and include: impaired assets rat¡o, capital ratio, RWAs to total assets,
return on assets, the share of deposit funding, the ratio of short-term debt to total debt, and the leverage
ratio. Time dummies capture any additionalvariation overtimethat is constant across banks and bonds.
Results
Primary market issuance dota

The results of the regressions using primary issuance data indicate that the major banks have received an
unexplained funding advantage over smaller Australian banks of around 20 to 40 basis points on average
since 2000 (Table 2). Model L regresses bank-level bond spreads on a major bank dummy and bond
characteristics. The coefficient on the major bank dummy is significant and negative, suggesting that the
major banks borrowed for 31 basis points less than other Australian banks on average over the sample
period. Other variables have the expected signs: there is a maturity premium (this premium increases
sharply in 2008 and remains elevated until 2012)12, foreign currency and fixed rate bonds have higher

11 This of course assumes that all relevant characteristics affecting bond pricing (that are correlated with the major bank dummy)
are adequately controlled for. This is discussed further in the results below.

L2 The maturity premium accounts for the increase in risk from longer term lending. Alternatively, safer borrowers could issue
more debt at longer tenors, but this effect is clearly outweighed here.
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spreads (perhaps to account for exchange and interest rate risk)13, and borrowers pay more for call options
attached to their bonds.
Table 2: Spreads on banks'bonds
Primary issuance data

-

-

regression results

2000 to 2013; dependent variable

Model 2

Bond characteristics

With bank characteristics

_31.14***

_39.39***

Multiple ***

Multiple *+*

Major
(b)

Foreign currency
Fixed rate
Call

option

Log (face value)

5.25

6.gg**

20.65**

21.03**

43.39** *

51.39** *

-7.67

lmpaired ratio

-0.83

-7r.43

Tier 1 capital
RWA

spread to CGS{")

1

Model

Maturity (interacted with year)

-

o.23

ratio

92.87

ROA

7.4r**

Cost-to-¡ncome ratio

0.79* *

_19.39***

Price-to-book ratio
Deposits to total assets

-o.24

Short term debt ratio

-0.11

Leverage ratio

0.65

Number of observations

1 435

r202

Adjusted R-squared

0.578

o.672

(a)

All models include dummy variables for each quarterly period; standard errors are clustered by bank to account for correlated
errors across a bank's bond issuances
Coefficients for each year are not presented, but are jointly significant at the 1 per cent level.
Sources: APRA; Bloomberg; Moody's; RBA; UBS AG, Australia Branch

(b)

Model 2 attempts to control for the differing risk levels of banks by using various bank-specific data from
APRA.14 The bank characteristics are lagged by a minimum of one quaner to reflect the fact that these data
are released publicly at a lag.1s ln this regression the estimated funding advantage for major banks remains
about the same, at 38 basis points.16 Banks with riskier assets (measured by the ratio of RWA to total
assets) pay higher spreads; more efficient banks (as measured by lower cost-to-income ratios) pay lower
spreads; and banks with higher price-to-book ratios (reflecting an expectation of future value growth) pay
lower spreads. A higher return on assets is related to higher spreads, reflecting a risk-return relationship.
Secondory market dqta
Using the secondary market data, the magnitude of the estimated funding advantage received by the major

banks is smaller, at around L8 to 25 basis points (Table 3). Looking at the bond characteristics, higher
coupons generally result in higher spreads in each of the models. As above, a higher RWA ratio increases
the spread paid by the borrower, and banks w¡th higher price-to-book ratios pay lower spreads.

13 ln fact, the spreads in th¡s dataset include the cost of hedging which may be what these variables are capturing.
L4 Another option would be to include banks' 'stand-alone' ratings, which provide a measure of the risk of a bank requiring

15
16

external support (i.e. the ratings exclude the likelihood of government support). However, in Australia, Moody's 'bank financial
strength ratings (BFSR) for the major banks are B or B- over the sample period, while all other banks receive BSFRs of C+ or
below (apart from a very small number of periods). Hence, these ratings would be collinear with the major bank dummy.
Since APRA data begins in 2003, there are fewer observations in Model 2 than in the first model.
Macquarie bank also receives a two-notch uplift from cred¡t ratings agencies. lncluding Macquarie in lhe'Majors' dummy
variable, the coefficient for Model 2 falls to -28 bas¡s points.
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-

Table 3: Spreads on banks'bonds
Secondary market observed prices

-

regression results

2000 to 20L3; dependent variable
Model

Major

Maturity
Coupon
Log (face value)

spread to CGS(")
Model

1

Bond characteristics

-

_19.36* * *

Mult¡ple***
2.86
-4.42

-25.39*

*

*

Multiple* **

3.14**
-2.60

lmpaired ratio

-8.61

Tier 1 capital

-2.27*

RWA

2

W¡th bank characteristics

40.04*

ratio

6.58

ROA

0.37* *

Cost

to income ratio

Price

to book ratio

-13.30* *

Deposits to total assets

0.02

Short term debt ratio

0.08

Leverage ratio

-1.29

Number of observations

1 393

1 084

Adjusted R-squared

0.813

0.805

(a)

All models include dummy variables for each quarterly per¡od; standard errors are clustered by bond issue, to accountfor
correlated errors across the multiple observations for each bond.
Sources: APRA; Bloomberg; Moody's; RBA; UBS AG, Australia Branch

It is important to note that these results rely on the models fully capturing all of the risk characteristics of
boththe bonds and, more importantly,the banks. lf some characteristic, which differed betweenthe major
and non-major banks, is omitted from the models, this would bias the estimates of the Major¡ dummy
variable. lnstitution size is of course an obvious candidate. lt is likely that larger institutions are safer, or at
17
least perceived to be so, due to benefits obta¡ned in diversification and economies of scale.
Unfortunately, size is clearly correlated with perceived government support. Further, in Australia, the major
banks are much larger than the other Australian-owned banks, meaning that size is highly correlated with
being a major bank, making the inclusion of this variable in the model problematic.l8 Santos (20741
compares the funding advantage received by large banks in the US financial system, to the funding
advantage that large non-financial corporates receive, in an attempt to isolate the effect of any implicit
subsidy.le He finds that the largest non-banks do pay less for funding than smaller firms, but that the effect
is not significant. Further, AA-rated financials benefit from a discount that is 92 basis points larger than the
discount received by non-banks with the same rating. ln addition to size, market factors such as the
liquidity of the bonds may play a role in their pricing and impact the results - for example, it is likely that
major bank debt is more liquid than that of smaller banks, and so liquidity premiums may lead to higher
yields on the debt issued by the smaller banks (this is briefly explored below).

Time variation in the implicit subsidy

The results above assume that the size of the subsidy is time-invariant - they are simply averaging
estimates of the subsidy across the years of the sample, which includes the relatively stable early 2000s
period, as wellas the GFC and following years. ln reality, if there is an implicit subsidy, it seems likely that it
will be larger during stressed periods, when public support is more likely to be needed. lt is also possible
17 Thisisperhapspartlycontrolledforbyincludingthecost-to-¡ncomeratioofthebanks.
18 ln fact, the average assets of a major bank are over 5.5 times that of the next largest Austral¡an bank, and more than 13 times
the largest after that.

19 This analysis relies on an assumpt¡on that ¡nvestors perceive financial corporations to be more likely to receive government
support than large firms in other industries.
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that the systemic importance of a particular bank could change over time

- for example, because of a

merger/acquisition.

To investigate whether the size of the implicit subsidy changed due to the financial crisis, the above
regressions were re-estimated for both pre- and post-crisis periods. The pre-crisis period is defined as up to
June 2007 - it was around mid to late 2007 that problems with subprime mortgages in the United States
became apparent, and losses at large US banks began to occur. The models find that in the pre-crisis
period, the implicit subsidy was small, or non-existent. ln contrast, estimates from late-2007 onwards find
20
that the subsidy was significant, at around 4O to 55 basis points (using the more reliable Model 2).
Table 4: Estlmated lmpllclt Subsidy

-

Pre- and Post-crisls

Split sample regressions
Secondary market data

Primary issuance data
Prc-crlsis

2
Model L
Model 2

pcrlod
2007

to June

Post-crlsls pcrlod

Pre<rlsls

2

)uly 2OO7 to 2013

_13***

_81*

+

I

_11+ *

_56* + *

-7

pcriod
2007

to June

Post-crlsls pcrlod

luly 2oo7 to 2013

*

_33* ++
_3gt

_L2**+

**

Sources: APRA; Bloomberg; Moody's; RBA; UBS AG, Australia Branch

We can also estimate the subsidy separately in each year, to identify changes over time, by interacting the
major bank dummy variable with year dummies. However, during the crisis period, the vast majority of
bond issues by banks, particularly the non-major Australian banks, were government guaranteed (and
hence explicitly subsidised). For instance, there is only one issue by a non-major bank in the sample in
2(x)9.
Because of these data constraints, this exercise is only performed for the secondary market dataset. These

estimates show that prior to 2(X)8, there was no significant funding advantage for the major banks
(Graph 5). The size of the implicit subsidy appears to peak in 2(X)9, at just over 1(X) basis points (Model 2).
The subsidy has since fallen; estimates indicate
Graph 5
that the funding advantage fell to around 10 basis
M{a &rl€'
points at the start of 2OL4, a level that is not
2
1
statistically significant. Despite a second peak in

bond yields around 20tl-20t2, the

model

estimates that the subsidy at this time was around
half the size of that existed during the GFC. lt could
be that this crisis simply had a smaller impac{ on
Australia than the previous one, or it may simply

be a reflection of the falling average maturity of
the sample (discussed above) - the subsidy may be
smaller for bonds nearing maturity as the
probability that the bank will require government
support during the bond's remaining life is lower.

1m

-...-/

-r^r

2014

V
zJ14
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The estimates of the implicit subsidy over time, which follow the general shape of average spreads, may
simply be capturing changes in general risk aversion. lf market risk aversion is not fully captured in the
model, and changes in risk aversion impact smaller banks more than the major banks (which is likely given
their greater ex ante risk profile), this will be captured inthe Major¿ x yeørt'dummy variables.2l

2O Similarly, ratings agency Moody began to provide the major banks with ratings uplifts for government support from 2OO7.
21 Other specifications were also tested, including some that included interactions between the major dummy and market risk
variables such as spreads on non-financial corporate bond rates and a volatility index; these resulted in similar estimates of the
implicit subsidy.
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Comporison with other studies

The results presented above are broadly in line with some other estimates of the implicit subsidy in
Australia, although differ in some ways. The lMF, using the ratings-based approach of Ueda and Weder di
Mauro (2}t2l, estimated the subsidy for the major banks to be 80 basis points before the crisis, rising to
120 basis points in 2009. However, the IMF also estimated that regional Australian banks received a subsidy
of between 50 and 70 basis points in 2009. This results in a relative funding advantage for the major banks,
over the smaller Australian-owned banks, of around 60 basis points, in line with estimates from the postcrisis sample, but somewhat smaller than the estimates for 2009 using the secondary market data.
Consulting

firm Macroeconom¡cs, on behalf of the Customer-owned Banking Association

(COBA) used a

similar credit rating approach to estimate that the implicit subsidy received by the major banks was
between 22 and 34 basis points in 2013. This is in line with the 2013 estimates from the secondary market
model

-

around 14 basis points in 20L3 (although this is not significant).

For other countries, estimates of the implicit subsidy during the financial crisis range from being smaller
than Australia to being broadly in line. IMF estimates using the rating-based approach indicate that the
implicit subsidy peaked in most countries around 2009, at around 40-80 basis points in the Euro area, 3090 basis points in the United States and around 60 basis points in the United Kingdom. ln addition, IMF
contingent claims models estimate that the subsidy peaked again in the Euro area and the United Kingdom
in 2013, at around 140 basis points, but has since reduced to around half this level.22 Similarly, Acharya ef a/
(2013)find the implicit subsidy for the United States to be around 20 basis points in the early 2000s, rising
to 100 basis points in 2009. Relatively high subsidy estimates for the large Australian banks could possibly
reflect a larger increase in perceived government support over this period (this was found to be true by
Ueda et ol (2OL3l using Fitch support ratings), as well as depositor preference in Australia, increasing the
expected losses for bondholders in the case of default (although this also exists in some other jurisdictions).
As mentioned above, the estimates of the implicit subsidy for large Australian banks may be exaggerated
due to differences in market factors, such as the liquidity of major bank debt compared with that of smaller
banks. Running the above regressions again, but instead using the data on government guaranteed debt,

provides a method to control for these factors. Since these bonds are explicitly guaranteed by the
government, there should be no remaining funding advantage for the major banks. ln fact, the model finds
that even for guaranteed debt, there is an unexplained difference in the funding costs of major banks and
smaller Australian banks (Table 5). This ranges lrom 22 to 48 basis points using the two datasets for
Model2. Subtracting this estimate from the previous estimate for the implicit subsidy in 2009 (L08 basis
points) results in a smaller funding advantage of 85 basis points, closer to that found in other studies. lt
should be noted that this estimate of non-government support, unexplained differences between the
majors only applies to the period over which it was estimated, i.e. late 2008 to 2009. lt is likely that the
liquidity premium would be higher in this type of crisis period than in other periods.
Table 5: Est¡mated Funding Advantage

-

Government Guaranteed Debt

lssued between June 2008 to September 2009

Model

(')

Primary market data

Secondary market data

Column subheading(")

Column subheading

-32.72'r',r*

-r2.rg't't't

-47.62**

_22.39't*"

1

Model 2

(a) Secondary market data includes observat¡ons for bonds up to December 20L3
Sources: APRA; Bloomberg; Moody's; RBA; UBS AG, Australia Branch

Estimat¡ng the dollar value of the implicit subsidy

ln order to estimate the dollar value of the subsidy to the major banks, we first need a measure of banks'
liabilities that benefit from a funding advantage. The COBA's FSI submission estimates the subsidy to be
worth between Sz.g billion and 5+.s b¡llion dollars annually. Following their calculat¡ons of the major banks'
unguaranteed liabilities23, we can use the basis point estimates above to calculate similar numbers. The
22 SeelMF(20L4).Note,numberswerenotquoteddirectlyintext,buttakenby'eyeballing'graphs.
23 The data used

is

taken from banks' annual reports tor 20L3, as well
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the APRA monthly bank¡ng statistics.

o

major banks'uninsured liabilities are estimated by subtracting an estimate of their deposits that are
insured by the Financial Claims Scheme (FCS), from their total debt, deposits and other borrowings. The
estimates for insured deposits are made by multiplying the total value of the FCS covered deposits by the
banks' market shares for deposits. The dollar value estimate of the implicit subsidy to the major banks is
estimated at around SL.g b¡ll¡on dollars (Table 6). However, it is likely that the size of the implicit subsidy
varies for different types of liabilities - it is potentially much smaller for (uninsured) deposits due to
depositor preference, as well as subordinated debt due to the increased potentialfor bail-in.2a
Table 6: Valuing the ¡mpl¡c¡t subsidy to the major banks
Basis point subsidy of 14 basis points, as at 2013(")
Debt issued

Deposits and

FCS

depositslbl

Unguaranteed

other borrowings

S

Total

million

397 784

L

Total subsidy

liabilities

$ million

$ million

5 million

5L2t26

571 011

1 339 098

S

million

1 875

(a)
(b)

Taken from 2013 annual reports. Data are to June for CBA, and September for other banks.
Estimated by multiplying the total FCS liability 15722.8 billion) by the banks' market shares for deposits.
Sources: Banks'Annual Reports; Federal Government; Macroeconomics; Model Estimates

Note that these are estimates of the funding advantage received by the major banks, compared with the
other Australian-owned banks in the sample. The majority of non-major bank observations are from banks
that also receive a rating uplift, albeit a smaller one. Thus, the total value of the implicit subsidy to banks
provided by perceived government support could be larger than these estimates.
Conclusions

The results of the models estimated in this paper suggest that the major banks do receive a funding
advantage as a result of perceived government support, particularly in the crisis period. There is little
evidence of a subsidy prior to the financial crisis, but the size of the subsidy peaked during the crisis in
2009. While the subsidy has reduced in size since then, the models suggest that there remains a small
funding advantage. However, caution should be applied when interpreting these results. There is a lack of
data on bond issuance from Australian banks, particularly from the smaller Australian banks. This problem
is most acute during, and shortly after, the financial crisis where most bonds issued were government
guaranteed, and hence received explicit support. Because of this, estimates from around these times (the
periods where the subsidy was found to be largest) are likely inaccurate, relying on few data points.
Given these data limitations, it might be worthwhile comparing results from other methods of estimating
the implicit subsidy in Australia -that is, using credit ratings and contingent claims analysis. That said, such
an approach could yield a fairly wide window of estimates, especially given the lack of CDS premium data
even for the major banks. Other extensions to this work also present themselves (although they are also
not without their difficulties). Using difference in difference estimators may provide a way of estimating the
impact of thefinancial crisis on the funding advantage of the major banks. lncluding non-bankfinancialand
other non-financial corporate bond issuance in the sample may also be useful (see Santos 20!4).

David Hughes
Analyst

24 ln late 2012 APRA released new prudential practice guides that introduced the potential for the regulator to ¡nitiate nonviability triggers for the conversion or write-off of bank debt. ln response to this, and other international trends in relation to
bail-in, Moody's removed the government support ratings uplift for banks' subordinated debt in 2013.
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Appendix A

-

Sample statistics
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Appendix B

- lncluding

subordinated debt

The pricing of subordinated debt is likely to differ from that of senior debt, given the greater expected lossgiven-default. Similarly, the size of any implicit subsidy is likely to differ for different kinds of debt.
However, although subordinated debt no longer receives rat¡ngs upgrades for government support, for
much of the sample used in this analysis, junior debt is likely to have received an implicit subsidy. Given
this, lnow includethese bonds (excluded inthe main results) in regressions.

The results for the primary issuance model are largely the same; this is a result of a lack of data on bond
seniority for a large number of observations, meaning that some subordinated debt was already included in
the model. Using the secondary market data, for which seniority is available for all bonds, the estimated
size of the implicit subsidy increases substantially,to I44 basis points in the post-crisis period. However,
the subsidy remains small (and insignificant in Model 3) in the pre-crisis period. This seems to indicate that
the funding advantage for the major banks is significantly larger for subordinated debt, perhaps due to the
greater potential for losses in the event of a default.

Table 81: Estimated lmplicit Subsidy

-

Pre- and Post-crisis

Split sample regressions, including subordinated debt
Secondary market data

Primary issuance data
Pre-crisis period
2000 to June 2007

Model

1

Model 2

_13.31*

-3.45

*

*

Post-crisis period
July 2OO7 to 2013

Pre-crisis period
2000 to June 2007

Post-crisis period
July 2007 to 2013

*

_t7.42***

_59.09***

_53.96***

_10.73***

_143.79***

_92.59 * *

Sources: APRA; Bloomberg; Moody's; RBA; UBS AG, Australia Branch
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DO LARGE AUSTRALIAN BANKS
RECEIVE AN IMPLICIT PUBLIC
SUBSIDY?
David Hughes
23 January 20L5

l¡ c

t sub s d

es

o Subsidy on banks' borrowing costs
o Market percept¡on of government support
reinforced by a history of bailouts

o No ex ante commitment...
but some institutions seen as TBTF

o Fu nction

of :

likelihood of receiving support
likelihood of requiring support
expected loss imposed on creditors

Ratings up li ft
Standard & Poo/s{'l

Moodfs

lÐ

Rating (uplift notches)

Rating (uplift notches)

ANZ

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+2)

CBA

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+2)

NAB

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+2)

Westpac

AA- (+2)

Aa2 (+2)

Macquarie Bank

A

(*2)

A2 (+2)

Suncorp-Metway

A+(0)
A-(0)
A-(0)

A1(+1)

Bendigo and Adelaide
Bank of Queensland

A2 (+1)
A3 (+1)

Potential impacts
o

Lowers funding costs

o

Distorts competition

o

lncentives to grow large (worsens TBTF)

o

lncreased risk taking (moral h azard)

o

Risks

to public fi nances (contingent liab¡lity)

Estimation methods
o

Cred¡t ratings

o

Bond pnces

o

Contingent claims models

Austral ian studies
o

IMF

for major banks during crisis
50 to 70 bp subsidy for regional banks
LzO bp subsidy

o

Macroeconomics (COBA

FSI

submission)

22 to 34 bp subsidy in 2OL3

- Worth 52.9 - 4.5 b¡llion annually

lnternational studies
o

Most studies fi nd a substantial subsidy

o

Generally estimates peak around 2OO9 and
decline after this

o

Currently estimates suggest either a small
subsidy or premium

o

Wide variation in estimates

Data
o

Prima ry issua nce

o

Seconda ry ma rket observations

o

Exclude government guaranteed debt

o

Exclude subordinated debt

o

Bond ch aracteristics, APRA data on banks

Model
o Spreadb,i: Major¡ + Bond6,¿ + Bønk¡ +
LQtTb,¿* tb,i

del

Major
Maturity

th year)

rergn currency

I

_31. trt
Mult¡ple ttf
5.25

Fixed rate

20.65tr

Calloption

43.3gttt

L

(face value)

lm

ired ratio

Tier

l

R

-L.67

capital

ratio

rtr

6.ggrr
21.O3tt

51.3gttt

{.83

92.87

7.4lrr
o.7g¡t
_1g.3gttr

eincome ratio

-0.

rt term debt ratio

-0.11

Leverage ratio

Num

A

Multiple

0.23

Price-te k ratio
De sits to total assets

S

_3g.3gttt

-11.43

ROA

C

del 2

r of observations

usted R-squared

o.65
1 435

L202

0.678

o.672

cll
Bo

characteristics

_31. ttt

Major
Maturity (interacted th yearf tor
reign curreficy

el2

Multiple

rtt

5.25

_ .3grrt
Multide

rrt

6.ggtr

Fixed rate

20.65tt

21.O3rt

Calloption

43.3gttr

51.3gttt

-1 ß7

Jì

ß,?

lm

ired ratio

Tier

l capital

0.23

R

ratio

92.87

-11.43

7.4t

ROA

'

o.7gtt
_1g.3gttr

4.

S

rt term debt ratio

-o.11

Leverape ratio

A

ed R-squared

o.65
1 435

r202

o.678

o.672

Secondary market observed prices

- 2(mO to 2013; dependent variable - spread ¡6 ç65 fal
Mod€l f
Model 2

Bond characteristics

Major

Maturity
Coupon
Log (face value)

-19"36+|.|.

-25.38r.¡.r.

Mult¡pler'{'t'

Mult¡pler'r'{'

2-86

4.42

lmpaired ratio

Ter

W¡th bank characteristics

3.14r't'
-2"60
-8-61

I capital

-2.27'-

RWA ratio

40.04r'
6.58

ROA

Cost

to income ratio

Price

to book ratio

-13"30t'¡'

Deposits to total assets

0"02

Short term debt ratio

0.08

0.37r'r'

-1"29

Lanerage ratio

Number of observations

1 393

I 084

Adjusted R-squared

0.813

0.805

cll
_31. ttt

Major

Mult¡ple
reign curre
Fixed rate

Callo

el2

frt

5.25

.65tt
43. ttt

on

Mult¡ple

ttt

6. tt
2LO3tr

51.3gttt

-11.43

Tier l capital

R

0.23

ratio

92.87

7.41.]

ROA

o.7gtt

Pric

_19. trt

k ratio

{.
{.11
o.65
1 435

12

o.678

o.672

M elI
nd characteristics
_19.36r

M

Multipletrt

Maturity

Cou

2^86

n

g (face value)

lmpair
Ter

tt

4.42

ratio

M

12

ith bank characteristics
-25.38 ttt

Multiplettr
3.141t
-2.60
-8.61

l capital

-2.27'

ratio
6.58

R

Cost

to income ratio

Price

to book ratio

0.37tt
-13.30tt

posits to total assets

0.02

Short term debt ratio

0.08

erage ratio

Number

observations

-1.29
1 393

1 084

0.813

0.805

T¡

me variation in the subsidy
Split sample regressions
Primary issuance data
Pre+risb perir¡d Poet-crbb perir¡d
20OO to June 2{0/d_7 July 2007 to 2013

Model

1

Model

2

_12.52{.+{.

-7.32

_91.31{.{,'1.

-56.12*{'*

T¡me variation in the subsidy
Split sample regressions
Primary issuance data

perind
2000 to June 2007
Pre-crieb

Model

1

Model

2

_12.52+*'r,

-7.32

Poet-crbis perind
July 2007 to 2013

Secondary market data

Pre+rbb period Poet-crbb perind
20OO to June 2OO7 July 2007 to 2013

-91.31{'{.*

_11.60{.+{.

_32.gg{{*{,

_56.12+t(+

_12.15+'r.¡.

_39.75{'+'.,

ItJlaiq Ehnks' Fund¡ ng Adì/alrtage
Regressim estinstes, secorday rmrket dda
Bps

Bps

m

-1m

0

1m

m
Souce:

I

I

æ06

RBA estirmtes

I

I

m

Potential issues
o

Models may not fully control for all risk
cha racteristics

- Size, diversification, management etc.
o

Lack of data

Future work
o

Difference in difference estimates

o

lnclude corporate bonds

o

Contingent claims analysis

1n

o
tG'

o-

v1

Policy responses
o

mprovrng

ba n k resi l¡ ence

Basel lll

- Additional capital for systemic banks
o

Resolution measures
Ba

n

Ring-fencing
Living wills
o

Communication of intent to impose losses

lnclud¡ng subordinated debt
Split sample regressions, including subordinated debt
Primary issuance data

period
20O0 to June 2007
Pre-crisis

ModelL

-13.31**+

Post-crisis period

luly

2O07

to 2013

Secondarymarket data

period
2000 to June 2007
Pre-crisis

Post-crisis period
July 2007 to 2013

-92.59+**

-11.42**+

-59.09+*+

-10.73*+*

-143.78+*+

Model2

-3.45

_53.96***

Model3

-D.24

-60-48**+

3.59

-143.79*+*

Dollar value of the subsidy
Table 4: Valuing the implicit subsidy to the major banks
Basis point subsidy of 14 and 28 basis points, as at 2013 þl
Debt issued

S

Total

million

397 784

Deposits and
other borrowings

S

t

million

512 326

FCS

deposits{ul

Unguaranteed

Totalsubsidy

liabilities

S

million

571 011

S

million

1 339

098

I

S

million

875

-3749

IMF: US - Contingent Claims
Basis points

Bear

March 2008
arns bailout

- 140

September 2008
Lehman
ers collapse

B

- 120

-1
banks

-l¡ysstment

-Qff¡s¡

banks

- 80

-60
-40
-20
0

2005 06

07

08

0g

10

'r1

12

13

IMF: US - Cred¡t Ratings
Basis points

-1
-1

1

Background
o

US bank bailouts

- Continental lllinois (1984)
Bear Stearns vs. Lehman Brothers
o

And in Europ€.,.
Hea ps

o

¡

Very few fa il u res n Austra l¡ a
I

- State Bank of SA and State Bank of Victoria
Pyramid Bu¡ld¡ng Society
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,TOO BIG TO FAllj
FINANCIAL SYSTEM INQUIRY: THE lMPtlClT SUBSIDY ARISING FROM
This briefing summarises the existing (moinly international) work ossessing the size of the implicit subsidy

that systemically importont banks may receive due to the perception that they are 'too big to fail'. An
implicit government guarantee creates on incentive for creditors to fund banks at rates below those iustified
by their finoncial health, thus providing an implicit subsidy. lf of significant size, this subsidy hos the
potentìal to distort competìtion and inuease systemic risk.

L

Australian results

lMF(2012)usedthe(ratings-based)resultsfromtoassesstheimplicit
subsidy to the Australian major banks. They found a subsidy of 80 basis points prior to the financial crisis
and 120 basis po¡nts during the financial crisis. One submission to the financial system inquiry applied rates
from the same study to the non-deposit liabilities of the major banks to estimate the dollar value of the
implicit subsidy to these institutions at between SS.g and SZ.g b¡ll¡on per year (Reeional Banks 2014, p 65).

